
From fiscal protectors to champions 
of innovation and growth

CFOs Empowering Enterprises 
in the Age of Instinct
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Purpose-led businesses are creating long-term sustainable 
value, targeting a broader set of metrics that track an 
enterprise’s responsibility for progress, people, and the 
planet. 

CFOs must partner with the business to understand and 
meet stakeholders' needs, including customers, employees, 
suppliers, society, the environment, and regulators.

Read on to accelerate your transformation

Katie Stein
Chief Strategy Officer and Enterprise Services 
Business Leader, Genpact
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CFO and finance foresight  
As businesses become more accustomed to turbulent landscapes, they know they 
must fundamentally transform the way they work to meet new expectations from 
consumers and ardent demands for sustainability and action for social justice. 
They’re turning to CFOs and the finance function to light the path forward. 

Once considered a transactional, back-office function, finance and accounting 
(F&A) will drive the next generation of strategic insights that build customer 
loyalty, uncover opportunities for growth, maximize value for all stakeholders, 
and support innovation.

We’ve partnered with The Future Laboratory to understand the world in which 
companies and their finance organizations operate today and will face tomorrow. 
From their position looking across the organization, CFOs will become more 
strategic partners and empower their companies to address broad agendas. 
Finance is uniquely placed to help tackle enterprise challenges and become a 
source of innovation for future growth. 

In this report, we lay out the significant shifts that CFOs and finance must make 
to help their companies succeed. To thrive, organizations must connect, predict, 
and adapt at speed, placing data at their core and embedding digital technologies, 
including artificial intelligence (AI), throughout. 

 The forces redefining the role of CFOs  
    and finance  
 Three global macrotrends that are 
    transforming the office of the CFO   
 How the finance function can help 
    businesses transform to thrive  

Read on for:
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From fiscal protector to 
champion of innovation 
and growth
Successful companies are transforming 
to meet new expectations, forging better 
ways of working, and building business 
models around customer needs. Able to 
connect the organization, CFOs play a 
critical role in driving this transformation 
to empower their enterprises. There are a 
few core ways to achieve this. 

CFOs and finance must become 
champions of innovation and growth. 
Finance is already blessed with 
sophisticated data skills and visibility 
of what’s happening across the 
enterprise – internally and externally. 
Combining this advantage with its deep 
business knowledge will enable teams 
to provide the prescriptive insights – 
recommendations that help a business 
direct its course – and the governance 
leadership teams need to make 
strategic decisions.  

To generate these insights and forecasts, 
finance is placing digital technologies at 
its core. By removing friction, teams can 
unlock agility and enhance customer-
oriented value. Finance will also guide 
ethical action and drive collaboration 
with partners. It will work to meet 
the needs of customers who expect 
personalization, societies that demand 
sustainability, and a world adapting to 
ongoing uncertainty. 

The most effective finance functions 
draw on the power of connected 
ecosystems, predictive insight, and an 
adaptive workforce to become agile 
and resilient. And the next generation 
of successful businesses will have 
shaped their finance functions into a 
competitive differentiator. Those that 
don’t will be left behind. 
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The forces redefining the role 
of the CFO and finance



The global snapshot 
Even before COVID-19 engulfed the world, the business landscape was unsettled, with geopolitical instability and a shrinking 
window of opportunity to prevent irreversible environmental damage. The pandemic has added its own enormous financial, 
health, and social ramifications across industries. 

These challenges have emerged at a time when customer expectations are at their highest. In response, businesses are shifting 
from offline to online and accelerating the use of digital technologies to gain scale, flexibility, and security. And they’re reinventing 
digital business models to source new revenues and create superior experiences for customers, users, and employees.  

of CEOs believe the role of the CFO will either increase 
or increase significantly in importance over the next 
three to five years, while 68% highly value the CFO’s 
strategic insights.

Source: Association of Chartered Certified Accountants, 
Institute of Management Accountants

82%
CFOs are helping their businesses navigate uncertainty. 
They’re planning for different scenarios, strengthening 
their performance-management processes, and working 
toward being ready to adapt at speed. This requires a strong 
understanding of the business’ opportunities and threats, and 
the implications of their decisions. Successful businesses will 
have CFOs who can help them pivot.

Prakash Hariharan, Head of Finance Transformation and 
Growth, Genpact

"

“

Now is the time for CFOs and finance to prepare to deliver a more insight-driven and resilient future. 

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Global snapshot
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CFOs will enhance the collective intelligence of their organizations 
by embedding automation and enabling collaboration between the 
right people at the right time, while augmenting it with analytics.

Gianni Giacomelli, Chief Innovation Officer, Genpact

Uncertainty turns CFOs into 
growth co-pilots
From changing customer behaviors and needs to working-capital pressure 
and shifting sales channels, COVID-19 has thrown businesses into 
uncharted territories. Company leaders are looking to CFOs and their 
finance functions to drive sustained growth and value for all stakeholders, 
within ongoing uncertainty. 

Finance teams have always played a vital role in guiding their organizations through disruption. However, the challenges 
unleashed in 2020 – from health threats to geopolitical instability – have meant F&A is leading businesses through these 
crises, providing agility and insight that lead to greater resilience. 

of CEOs hired post-pandemic came directly from the CFO 
seat, a higher percentage than in the previous 14 months.

Source: Heidrick & Struggles
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With a focus on improving experiences for all stakeholders, finance leaders have started to connect their businesses 
across the front, middle, and back office. By breaking down silos and encouraging greater collaboration, finance can 
generate relevant insights that enable the business to create next-level experiences at speed.

of finance leaders say they’re ‘somewhat’ enhancing 
user experiences, but only 1% say they’re 
‘significantly’ meeting this expectation.

Source: Genpact

Customers are at the center of driving transformation 
within a business. As their lives change, so do their 
expectations and behaviors – and F&A can help businesses 
respond rapidly.

Vikram Mahidhar, Senior Vice President and General 
Manager: Born-in-Cloud, Genpact

Customer expectations make 
experience essential
Customers and employees demand seamless experiences from 
businesses across all touchpoints. And their expectations continue 
to grow. In response, finance must provide the business with 
the customer, supplier, and employee insights needed to deliver 
personalized experiences.

"

“
73% 
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66%
Non-financial metrics such as carbon 
emissions can reveal hundreds of millions 
of dollars in sustainability-related savings 
and growth.

Source: Harvard Business Review 

of Generation Z Americans say a company’s 
reaction to the Black Lives Matter movement 
will permanently affect whether they buy 
from them in the future.

Source: Morning Consult

Purpose and social action 
reach fever pitch

Sustainability and social justice movements continue to dominate conversations as consumers seek to remedy 
climate change and inequality. Meanwhile global regulators are clamping down on issues like corruption and other 
unethical practices. To help businesses put purpose on par with profit, CFOs can demonstrate the value of taking 
action through tangible and intangible measures, generating value for all.

Consumers and businesses are recognizing that society cannot continue along 
the polarized, unequal, and destructive path it is heading down, especially 
as COVID-19 has put existing failings under the spotlight. CFOs need to 
understand and communicate the economic opportunity of taking action, 
making the business case for sustainability and diversity, and demonstrating 
how addressing these issues, among others, can benefit the bottom line.  

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Global snapshot
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Taking an integrated approach to advanced technologies 
can streamline and standardize processes, creating new 
insights and opportunities for the business.

Dave Evans, Board Director and Former CFO, Cardinal 
Health and ScottsMiracle-Gro  

The speed of change in technology is creating a tectonic shift 
for finance functions. Zero cycle times, zero time to insight, 
zero-touch processing, zero exceptions, and frictionless user 
experiences are all finally within reach for CFOs.

Vivek Saxena, F&A Service Line Leader, Genpact

Unlocking value from data and 
digital needs an integrated approach
Automation, analytics, AI (AAA), and other digital technologies are advancing quickly. Although the 
rate of adoption varies across functions and companies, most finance teams use them to a limited 
extent for a small number of applications. Finance must look beyond narrow adoption and take 
an integrated approach to, for example, establishing data architectures and cloud technologies to 
unlock value.

Embracing the opportunities from augmented intelligence – the combination of data insights with human 
judgment and expertise – creates market differentiation, helping businesses meet their strategic goals. CFOs can 
provide clarity on how to address business challenges, select the technology to invest in, and get the outcomes 
they need. 

" "

“ “
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As roles within the finance function 
shift from the back to the front office, 
communication skills are increasingly 
important. Future workers will need to 
be storytellers who can provide context 
around data.

Frank Castora, Vice President of Global 
Business Services, CBRE

As leading finance teams become fortune 
tellers rather than historians, they have 
an opportunity to lead the charge on 
reskilling and upskilling employees to 
think differently. Finance can shine a 
light on how the rest of the organization 
can address talent gaps and nurture a 
continuous learning environment.

Riju Vashisht, Global Transformation 
Services Leader, Genpact

A new set of skills for a hybrid 
workforce
To keep pace with digital transformation and changing business 
expectations, finance professionals must acquire new skills to provide 
company leaders with more predictive insights that guide strategic 
decision-making. Adding communication, collaboration, and creative skills 
to the mix along with technology design, data science, and analytics builds 
more adaptive, effective teams, and improves finance’s ability to innovate.

To play a more transformative role and succeed in the digital economy, finance needs to broaden its expertise and 
reshape the skills balance. 

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Global snapshot
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CFOs and finance:  
Three macrotrends that are 
changing the world
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Global macrotrends
Driven by customers’ changing needs and advances in 
digital technologies, three macrotrends are shaping the 
world – and CFOs and finance must help businesses adapt 
to flourish.

We explore each trend, highlight examples of early movers, and 
share the steps that finance can take to help its business get ahead. 
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Whole-system planning

Optimized reality

Ethical  impact



CFOs and finance will provide a 
longer-term, big-picture view of 
the business. They’ll determine 
where to invest and innovate and 
plot a path toward growth.

Finance functions must shift from siloed working to connected collaboration.

01 
Whole-system 
planning
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Whole-system planning

Integrated platforms for 
collaboration and foresight 

Unified data for a 
holistic view

An incubator for 
backcasting innovation

With increasing social, environmental, and political 
uncertainty, CFOs and finance functions must help 
companies take a more holistic, longer-term view of their 
businesses and ecosystems. These approaches will build 
resilience and unlock sustainable growth. 

Finance will spearhead collaboration within the organization 
and externally with partners and even competitors to 
innovate or address challenges that lie beyond individual 
companies. Integrated, enterprise-wide platforms will give 

Microtrends

all stakeholders access to relevant internal and external data. 
This is how finance can develop holistic views of the business 
that hone strategic decisions.

Able to forecast accurately, finance will create the roadmap 
toward the business’ goals. It will finally shift from being 
a cost function to one that identifies opportunities for 
investment, innovation, revenues, and growth.

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Whole-system planning



Leading finance functions are embracing unified data definitions and governance, 
bringing together data from different sources in one place. Unified models will create 
a common language across systems and the business, which breaks down silos and 
allows finance teams to quickly interpret datasets and tell accurate, action-focused 
stories from the numbers.

Unified data for a holistic view

A large privately held hedge fund set out to unify financial data 
to reduce inefficient reporting and eliminate inaccuracies. The 
company cleaned and enriched its data and adopted a cloud-
based ERP as the primary source for all financial information. Not 
only did data quality and accuracy increase, but all stakeholders 
can now also run customized reports themselves.

A healthcare solutions company wanted a single source for all 
finance and supply chain data to cut the number of reports it ran, 
standardize performance metrics, and improve decision making. 
It adopted a cloud-based finance data engagement platform for 
all financial and non-financial data from internal and external 
sources. The healthcare company now has access to predictive 
and prescriptive insights and greater agility and accuracy in its 
strategic decisions.

A single source of truthHarmonizing disparate data

For finance to succeed in its transformation into a revenue and growth engine, it needs a holistic view of the enterprise. 
Establishing a unified approach to data will help the business make the right strategic decisions.

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Whole-system planning
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Unified data for a holistic view: 
how finance can transform
To make the transition from siloed working to connected collaboration, CFOs should consider the following 
transformation steps:   

Create a data lake:  
Integrating data from multiple silos into a data lake will create 
a flexible pool of structured and unstructured data that is easy 
to access and use and will unlock new levels of intelligence. 
An inventory of data sources can identify what data to digitize, 
standardize, and centralize – regardless of its source.

Realize radical standardization: 
Consistent data structures, planning methods, budgeting, 
and forecasting enforces a common language. A 
connected enterprise accelerates the data-to-insight-to-
action loop, creates resilience, simplifies processes, and 
generates efficiency. 

Use external and open-source data: 
Use external data in analytics and consider collaborating 
with other enterprises. For example, make elements of 
third-party supplier information open source to manage risk 
more effectively, or share data and embrace crowd analytics, 
enabling sharper insights, more accurate forecasting, and an 
improved ability to anticipate threats.

 

Connect Adapt
Invest in blockchain to protect data:
Blockchain technology has laid 
the groundwork for self-executed 
lossless data standardization. It 
offers undisputable and efficient 
data exchange between interested 
parties. It preserves the privacy of 
users and can help protect against 
data risks. 

Embrace data governance to 
remove bias:
Biases originate in how companies 
capture and configure data, and 
develop models. Data governance 
and a data journey map can show 
you how the business processes, 
stores, modifies, analyzes, and 
consumes data to spot potential bias.



Once finance has integrated the business’ data and systems into a single enterprise-wide platform, 
analytics and collaboration become seamless. With easy access to real-time insight, finance will 
enhance its scenario planning and risk modeling to fully understand what the company must do to 
achieve a variety of possible and plausible futures.

Integrated platforms for collaboration 
and foresight

A multinational drinks company is using cloud-based 
technology with embedded analytics to connect 
financial planning, corporate planning, and operational 
planning across the enterprise. The company has 
also created an analytics playbook to help users from 
across the enterprise interpret insights in the context of 
the business. 

Connecting the ecosystem

To get ahead of spikes in sales, a global consumer 
electronics company is harnessing advanced analytics 
and machine learning (ML) to hone its ability to sense 
demand signals and improve supply management. It 
has built a supply chain data lake, decision-support 
engine, and data-visualization tool, which feed into 
planning and decision-making processes. The results? 
It’s improved forecast accuracy by up to 75% and cut 
working capital tied up in inventory by 30%.   

Syncing supply and demand

Enterprise-wide platforms create opportunities for more collaborative, continuous, and effective planning, 
performance management, and forecasting. This is a core way for finance to help the business carve out 
competitive differentiation and a market-leading position.

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Whole-system planning
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Integrated platforms for collaboration and 
foresight: how finance can transform

Cloud drives collaboration:   
Accelerate cloud adoption and place a greater emphasis 
on data to connect your business' ecosystems and help 
people work seamlessly across functions. 

Align KPIs enterprise-wide: 
Create an integrated performance-management 
framework that links finance KPIs to process-level, 
operational, and experience-focused metrics. This will 
drive more accurate and holistic scenario modeling and 
lead to better business outcomes. A KPI value chain helps 
turn data into insights and enables action. When finance 
measures revenue and growth it can bring in flexible, 
innovative pricing models, and decide between lease 
versus buy options.

Focus on APIs and connectors: 
By connecting systems and data, APIs can link day-to-day 
operational activities with strategic goals. APIs enable 
businesses to collect, collate, process, and share historical 
and real-time data as reports, visualizations, and analytics 
through internal or customer-facing dashboards. This 
unlocks the power of data, enhances collaboration, and 
bridges technology gaps. 

Embrace an integrated operating model:  
Enterprises can unlock significant value by integrating 
financial planning and analysis (FP&A) and advanced 
analytics capabilities. It reduces time spent on data 
collection and report generation and drives predictive and 
prescriptive analytics.

Connect

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Whole-system planning



Connect planning: 
Bring in connected planning to break 
down information silos. It will eliminate 
inefficiencies between financial, 
corporate, and operational planning, 
and free up time so finance can 
enhance forecasting and work on more 
strategic initiatives.

Consider a FaaS model:  
Adopting a finance-as-a-service (FaaS) 
model means CFOs and their teams can 
craft fast responses to emerging business 
needs and make operating costs more 
predictable. So, if transaction volumes 
increase or service offerings must expand, 
you can better track what that would 
look like.

Predict

Adapt
Become multilingual:  
Nurture talent that has digital skills, data expertise, process knowledge, and industry 
experience for a holistic approach to transforming and managing finance.  

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Whole-system planning



An incubator for backcasting innovation
Among the many new skills for a CFO, ‘backcasting’ should be high among them: working backward from 
a desired future to identify the steps the company needs to take. This skill will enable finance functions 
to become innovation incubators that monitor inflection points and provide the business with the tools to 
achieve long-term strategies.

Successful investments require smart backcasting and a careful balance of long-term 
strategic goals against financial returns. With interest rates low and many companies cash-
rich, COVID-19 has created an opportunity for CFOs to explore options and fully embrace 
their emerging role as innovation incubators. 

19

Finance teams can learn from former Salesforce senior 
vice president of engineering Todd McKinnon. Backcasting 
formed the thinking behind the creation of Okta, an 
identity-management service. He launched the company in 
2009 based on his then-unconventional assumption that in 
the future, technology would run in the cloud and people 
would need a unified way to manage their identities. 
McKinnon used backcasting to pinpoint what people would 
need and built his business.

A number of finance functions are embracing backcasting 
to achieve long-term goals. A telecoms company is using 
backward cash-flow forecasting based on estimates for future 
requirements to decide how best to achieve the cash position it 
needs in the future. Meanwhile, a major beverage company is 
using backcasting in planning. The organization plans for future 
milestones by first identifying the building blocks that will get it 
there and then creating plans for the smaller projects that make 
up each building block. 

Identifying a future need Achieving long-term goals

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Whole-system planning



To make the transition from siloed working to connected collaboration, CFOs should 
consider the following transformation steps: 

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Whole-system planning

Adapt

An incubator for backcasting 
innovation: how finance can transform

Tap into enterprise dark data: 
Use the data your company captures but 
doesn't analyze to unearth new insights. 
Process-mining technology can help uncover 
this data so you can put it to work. 

Enhance foresight: 
Embed multidimensional scenario 
analysis so finance can adequately 
stress test the worst-case scenarios 
and contingency plans. Bringing 
business insights into scenario 
modeling can also support faster, more 
confident decisions.

Monitor business inflection points:  
Identify potential inflection points – for 
example, emerging technologies, new 
regulations, or emerging consumer 
behaviour – and proactively monitor 
them, enabling finance to plan capital 
investments effectively. 

Reskill for a future-ready workforce: 
Build collaboration, communications, and 
storytelling skills to succeed with new roles like 
data curation. Non-traditional F&A skills – like 
knowledge of advanced technologies and data 
science – will help finance harness the potential 
of digital.

Connect Predict

20



Real-time, personalized insights will 
enhance experiences for employees, 
customers, and suppliers, and uncover 
opportunities for growth. 

02 
Optimized
reality  
Finance must shift from rigid reporting to generating prescriptive insights and 
enhancing experiences.
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Optimized reality

Microtrends

Hyper-personalization 
enhances experiences

Ed ge accounting for 
real-time insights

Automate to 
emancipate

Advanced finance functions are using digital technologies 
such as cloud and analytics to link the front, middle, and 
back office. This is how finance will democratize access to 
data and insights across the business wherever people are. 

Digital transformation also gives finance teams greater 
opportunities to generate the real-time, hyper-personalized 
insights and forecasts each part of the business needs. 
These insights help meet customer, supplier, and employee 
demands for seamless experiences – from real-time 

order updates to personalized communications across all 
touchpoints. Today, few teams can do so at scale.

And by embedding automation, finance will fully eliminate 
the burden of repetitive tasks with touchless processing, 
enabling more agile operating models. AI will help finance 
take exceptions down to zero, while ML will allow processes 
to learn, manage themselves, and adapt to changing 
conditions, enabling CFOs and their teams to focus on 
customer value and strategic goals.

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Optimized reality
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By delivering real-time insights into a transaction’s impact, edge accounting removes what has traditionally been the 
biggest bottleneck preventing finance functions from quickly identifying trends. Zero-cycle-time processing will make 
data available as soon as it’s needed, creating a more responsive, forward-looking finance function.

Rockwell Automation’s FactoryTalk innovation suite uniquely 
integrates the industrial internet of things (IoT), edge-to-
cloud analytics, manufacturing execution systems, and 
augmented reality to boost productivity. Sensors monitor 
machine runtimes and labor activities to help with timely and 
more accurate absorption costing. Companies can analyze 
standard cost variances more accurately while IoT technology 
automates laborious behavioral data collection.

A global aircraft engine manufacturer integrated demand planning, 
order fulfillment, and engine maintenance for a joined-up view of 
what parts the company needed when and where. This included 
analytics solutions to reduce forecasting errors, order-fulfillment 
automation, and an IoT solution for predictive maintenance. With 
more accurate forecasting and parts planning, the company gained 
supply chain efficiencies of more than $300 million and maintenance 
savings of more than $250 million.

A single solution Ready for takeoff

Edge accounting for real-time insights
As we move through the 2020s, finance functions will use cloud technologies and edge accounting – that 
is, event-based recording where a device or local server processes data directly as it happens – to close 
the gap between business transactions and accounting dates. Using this approach, the financial close 
shifts from being a linear activity to a continuous hyperloop, allowing the business to instantly record 
and understand the accounting impact of each transaction.

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Optimized reality
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Edge accounting for real-time 
insights: how finance can transform

Accelerate digital adoption: 
Adopt AAA technologies to transform a back-office 
function and drive growth. Integrate technology 
into finance professionals' daily lives to achieve 
touchless processing and become a strategic partner to 
the business.

Achieve on-demand close: 
Use automation to realize an on-demand financial 
close with faster access to data and more time to 
generate insight.  

Shift from periodic to event-based accounting:  
Close the gap between business transaction and 
accounting dates by recording events as they happen. 
This allows businesses to understand the effect of each 
transaction and identify trends quickly. 

Make dynamic estimates: 
Harness available data and insights – like customer-payment signals – to make dynamic estimates on receivables 
and improve cash-flow visibility.

Connect

Predict

To make the transition from rigid reporting to generating prescriptive insights and 
enhancing experiences, CFOs should consider the following transformation steps: 

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Optimized reality
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Hyper-personalization 
enhances experiences
Finance functions will help their businesses deliver hyper-personalization. As 
finance adopts digital technologies and cognitive computing, CFOs will develop 
a deeper understanding of how to meet the demands of the business, suppliers, 
and employees. 

To improve the customer experience, a 
global healthcare company developed a 
conversational reporting framework to present 
financials through voice. Smart devices 
equipped with natural-language processing 
answer ‘what’ and ‘why’ questions on 
financials, enabling people to access deeper 
insights that might not be immediately 
available on standardized dashboards. 

An intelligent conversation

Powered by technology new to the automotive 
industry, Cadillac is reimagining the experience for its 
customers and redefining what luxury is in a digitally 
enabled world. Cadillac’s first all-electric vehicle 
has a huge 33-inch dashboard. By drawing on deep 
analysis and an understanding of what drivers want, 
the company has tapped into the future of the driving 
experience. As product businesses become experience 
businesses, services like finance and accounting must 
accelerate their efforts here too. 

Driving UX transformation

Providing the business with customizable insights and self-service reporting allows users 
to meet customer needs faster. This will become even more important as customers expect 
businesses to understand their needs and companies continue to embrace remote working.

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Optimized reality
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A feedback loop that measure actions: 
Establish a feedback loop that tracks 
insights delivered to the business, 
whether actions are taken, and whether 
those actions are successful. This will 
make the impact of insights quantifiable.

Adopt human-centric process design: 
Meet business objectives by examining 
experiences through a human-centric 
lens, designing processes that feel 
intuitive to users. 

Embrace persona-based reporting:  
Management reporting should cater to each persona in the organization and the 
specific needs of their role – from CFOs to controllers to brand managers – to ensure 
insights are put to use. Self-service, interactive, and multi-channel dashboards let 
stakeholders customize reporting and access real-time data themselves.

Connect

Predict

Hyper-personalization enhances 
experiences: how finance can transform
To make the transition from rigid reporting to generating prescriptive insights and enhancing 
experiences, CFOs should consider the following transformation steps: 
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Automate to emancipate
CFOs are on the path to freeing finance executives to focus on what matters 
to the business and customers thanks to touchless processes and a hybrid 
workforce of people and technology. A combination of ERPs, micro-
platforms, robotics, ML, and natural-language understanding (NLU) will 
make accessing finance information effortless, so executives can uncover 
insights and activities that add value to customers and the business.

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Optimized reality

A global bank reimagined its complex and arduous legal 
entity reporting process by redesigning its systems and 
introducing intelligent automation. The company achieved 
70% straight-through processing of rule-based, repetitive 
tasks. It can now quickly comply with a growing list of 
statutory reporting requirements, while also freeing 
resources for higher-value work.

A global food distribution company used an AI-based 
digital transformation platform to improve touchless 
invoice processing from 40% to more than 80% of its 
seven million invoices. It integrated data into one system 
and used more than 35 algorithms to auto-route invoice 
exceptions, reducing processing cycle time from nine days 
to less than a day and a half. 

Automation is not about replacing people with robots, but more about removing repetitive tasks from people’s jobs. Many 
F&A operations – like invoice processing, reconciliations, cash applications, and report generation – lend themselves to 
touchless processing. By unburdening finance from labor-intensive work, executives can become drivers of growth.

An intelligent solution Look, no hands!
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Automate to emancipate: how finance 
can transform

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Optimized reality

Adapt
Find the right balance between tech and skills:  
AI and ML can reliably detect irregular patterns, 
eliminate redundant activities, expedite repetitive 
tasks, and reduce false exceptions. Empower 
employees to use their business knowledge and 
analytical capabilities to interpret results, identify 
issues, and respond to insights.

Embrace new finance roles:  
The democratization of low-code/no-code 
technology will cut finance’s dependency on IT-
skilled resources. In F&A, this will lead to new roles 
such as accountant developers. 

Redesign dynamic controls and risk:  
Digital transformation is exposing organizations to 
operational, financial, regulatory, and reputational 
risks. Dynamic controls and risk mitigation must 
use technologies like AI to predict and detect 
potential fraud.

Build an AI-led control tower:   
By embedding approval mechanisms into 
dynamic workflows, finance teams can 
intelligently automate approvals to relevant 
parties for validation by understanding 
established relationships and patterns. This filters 
out routine timing differences and issues that can 
be resolved. It uses ML to allow processes to learn 
and adapt to changing conditions. 

Machine-learning modification:  
ML models thrive on data, but a black-swan event 
like a pandemic can be difficult to factor in. To 
increase the accuracy of real-time predictive 
insights, continuously modify models and 
bring in new datasets to train algorithms on 
new realities.

Predict

To make the transition from rigid reporting to generating prescriptive insights and enhancing 
experiences, CFOs should consider the following transformation steps:



CFOs and finance must make the case for ethical action, helping 
the business unlock sources of value for all stakeholders and 
measuring performance against new metrics. 

03 
Ethical 
impact
Finance and accounting must shift from managing financial health to creating 
sustainable long-term value too. 
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Microtrends

The tools for 
transparency

Making the business case 
for ethical action

Accounting for a 
sustainable future
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Ethical impact
In our changing economic, environmental, and social climate, 
people expect businesses to step up and offer ways to drive change. 
And as more civic-minded brands communicate and prove to 
customers that they’re led by a sense of purpose, profits follow. 

The positive impact of diversity and inclusion initiatives and 
long-term sustainable action on revenues enable finance to 
drive ethical standards within the business. CFOs will connect 
finance’s capabilities to society’s needs and demands, helping their 
businesses take a stand on the issues that matter and turn them into 
competitive advantages.

Global regulators, meanwhile, are placing new demands on 
companies to root out long-standing corruption and unethical 
practices. This comes at a time when new business opportunities 
can expose organizations to operational, financial, regulatory, and 
reputational risks.  

By connecting the business, proactively monitoring external 
partners and suppliers, and reporting on new metrics, finance 
organizations can enforce and embed ethical values across their 
businesses’ entire ecosystem. 
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Making the business case for 
ethical action
CFOs can lead sustainability and social justice conversations by measuring and articulating the many ways 
they create value for companies. “Diversity of opinion and experience can bring different thinking and drive 
innovation, while sustainability unlocks new revenue streams,” says Katie Stein, chief strategy officer at Genpact. 
“The central role CFOs play means that they can lead the charge, showing the business why action is so important, 
financially and otherwise.” 

The Financial Stability Board has established the Task 
Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures to develop 
recommendations to promote more informed investment, 
credit, and insurance-underwriting decisions. This is 
increasing companies' and investors' understanding of 
the financial implications of climate change, empowering 
CFOs to channel resources into sustainable and resilient 
solutions, opportunities, and business models.

Global container logistics company Maersk has 
secured a sustainability-linked revolving credit 
facility of $5 billion through a syndicate of 26 
banks. The credit margin under the facility 
will be adjusted based on Maersk’s progress to 
meet its target of reducing CO2 emissions per 
cargo moved by 60% by 2030. 

A significant task Sustainability-linked loans
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Innovative CFOs will take advantage of their position, pairing internal growth with external progress, while using AI 
to analyze data and power decisions that support a transition to a low-carbon economy and a more equal society.
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Making the business case for 
action: how finance can transform
To make the transition from managing financial health to creating sustainable long-term value too, 
CFOs should consider the following transformation steps: 

Drive operational efficiency through analytics: 
A focused analytics suite can help reduce carbon 
emissions in many ways. For example, enhanced 
demand planning leads to inventory optimization, while 
improving the way freight and routes are planned cuts 
inefficiencies that impact the planet and your business. 

Remote working reduces impact: 
Embrace remote working and virtual collaboration for the 
long term where it makes sense. This reduces the carbon 
footprint from air travel, hotel stays, and energy use. 
Empower teams to make this transition by using cloud 
technologies and platforms like Teams and Zoom.

Sustainability is business: 
Enshrine purpose beyond corporate social responsibility 
by creating new roles around sustainability and ethics, 
like head of AI, for instance. Train people so your purpose 
becomes a competitive advantage. 

New skills for sustainability: 
Link business incentives to ethical and sustainable 
performance and encourage employees to adapt their skill 
sets to satisfy investor concerns. In finance, this means:

Connect

Act as chief profitability officer: 
Use internal and external data to build a ‘profit map’ 
into your business model to communicate the positive 
impact of diversity and inclusion (D&I) initiatives and 
sustainable behavior on the bottom line. 
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Making changes within costing to understand and 
properly allocate environmental costs

Considering relevant environmental issues within 
risk management

Embedding environmental, social, and governance 
(ESG) within the general company strategy

32
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The tools for transparency
Finance functions will drive transparency across supply chains and the whole ecosystem, 
embedding ethical standards throughout. Digitally enabled due-diligence frameworks will integrate 
disparate teams and monitor third parties’ practices to avoid potential high-profile reputational 
damage. Finance will also have access to accurate data and insights thanks to transparency from 
technologies such as blockchain. 

As more consumers choose to engage with authentic brands that are clear about their ethical values, finance 
can make these values visible and protect their companies from working with third parties with unfavorable 
practices. And as opportunities for fraud and cybercrime increase, behavioral analytics, deep learning, 
authentication, and blockchain technologies will bring greater transparency and trust into the ecosystem.

A global retailer is working on a food safety 
blockchain solution to add transparency to 
its decentralized food supply ecosystem by 
digitizing the food supply chain process. Using 
open-source ledger technology, it has created a 
food traceability system enabling the retailer to 
trace the origin of more than 25 products from 5 
different suppliers.

EcoVadis is a global platform that evaluates how companies 
have integrated sustainable principles into their businesses. Its 
methodology builds on international sustainability standards, 
including the Global Reporting Initiative, the United Nations 
Global Compact, and the ISO 26000, covering 200 categories 
and more than 160 countries. Its ratings enable companies to 
benchmark, compare, and communicate their environmental, 
social, and ethical performance.

From farm to fork Benchmarking ethics
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Adapt

The tools for transparency: how finance 
can transform
To make the transition from managing financial health to creating sustainable long-term value too, CFOs should 
consider the following transformation steps: 

Embrace visibility: 
Connect with partners or use technology to increase 
transparency. Allow customers to understand your 
ethical credentials and the impact of their purchases on 
the environment. 

Manage third-party risk end to end: 
Companies need complete visibility of their third-party 
exposure to anticipate and prevent risks. Take a holistic 
approach to integrating policies and systems and secure 
an ecosystem of ethical partners. 

Target the source:  
Finance can help embed more sustainable sourcing 
policies that protect the environment and working 

conditions. Supply chain finance can incentivize 
suppliers to adopt more sustainable practices, by linking 
early payment or discounts to their actions.

Blend ESG with trade finance:   
Trade finance can create a virtuous circle around 
companies' adoption of ESG principles. It helps in short-
term financing with, for example, carbon-credit financing 
and discounting. And the provision of longer-term 
investment capital – through environmental bonds – to 
drive attractive, sustainable growth.

Ethical evaluations: 
Make sure that AI algorithms created to analyze behavior and reduce crime aren’t built on bias. Evolve models when 
consumer behavior shifts and create a role for ethics within the risk department.

Connect
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Accounting for a sustainable future
The notions of green capitalism, clean markets, and positive-impact industries are close to 
becoming mainstream. More businesses are embedding circular principles – designing out 
waste and pollution and keeping materials in use – within their operations and supply chains 
to redefine growth and encourage regeneration and repurposing. Finance functions will 
transform reporting to account for a sustainable future. 

By reporting on the company’s holistic value, including less tangible measures – such as sustainability performance, D&I 
ratios, and customer experience – finance will drive loyalty among customers. At the same time, with more than $20 
trillion set to flow into ESG funds over the next two decades, these metrics will become more important to investors too. 

ESG reporting is gaining rigor. The big-four accounting 
firms have agreed to a set of standard metrics with the 
World Economic Forum so that finance functions can 
better inform investors and realign capitalism for the 
benefit of broader society. The standards rest on four 
principals: governance, planet, people, and prosperity, and 
provide a common set of disclosures that lead to a coherent 
and comprehensive global corporate reporting system. 

Accounting is changing color. Though many corporations 
voluntarily provide environmental performance transparency, 
such as for carbon emissions, government legislation will 
ensure that others follow suit. The UK, for example, will require 
all companies to disclose the climate-change impact of their 
business by 2025. 

Adding rigor to ESG Green accounting
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Accounting for a sustainable future: 
how finance can transform
To make the transition from managing financial health to creating sustainable long-term value too, CFOs should 
consider the following transformation steps:  

Embed new metrics:  
Embed new reporting metrics across the company, 
including carbon emissions and employee equality.  
Developments in ESG reporting, for instance, mean 
cross-company comparisons will be easier to make. 
New voluntary standards will continue to emerge, 
with regulatory bodies requiring regular updates for 
green loans.

Shift from shareholder to stakeholder value: Consider 
the value delivered to all company stakeholders – 
including customers, suppliers, employees, and the 
community – not just shareholders. Society will be best 
served by businesses that pursue joint interests and 
economic growth for all. 

Integrate ESG attributes into investment analysis: 
When making investments or financial feasibility 
assessments, go beyond attributes such as ROI and 
include ESG factors too.

Connect
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Eliminate data bias: Combat favoritism and 
unconscious bias by using more representative 
datasets in AI. Doing so can improve workforce 
inclusivity and demonstrate progress to the growing 
number of investors, employees, and partners who 
prioritize diversity. Cutting out data bias also improves 
AI models and analysis overall, leading to better 
business decision making. 

Predict
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CFOs and finance: Empowering 
enterprises today and for the future
How the next generation of business is shifting to embrace the three macrotrends.

A



Optimized 
reality

Ethical 
impact

Whole-system 
planning

The road to becoming a champion of 
innovation and growth
To thrive within each macrotrend, finance functions need to navigate three major shifts:

From siloed working to connected 
collaboration

• Democratize access to data and 
insights, and connect and collaborate 
internally and externally to address 
major business and societal challenges

• Adopt an incubator mindset to 
uncover inflection points and new 
innovation opportunities 

From rigid reporting to generating 
prescriptive insights and enhancing 
experiences 

• Embed advanced analytics to 
seamlessly link the front, middle, and 
back office, and generate real-time, 
hyper-personalized insights

• Embrace automation and use time 
liberated from transactional work to 
generate future-focused, prescriptive 
insights that improve customer, 
supplier, and user experiences

From managing financial health to 
creating sustainable long-term value too

• Use F&A’s vantage point to gain 
transparency and embed shared 
values across the business and its 
external ecosystem  

• Make the business case for 
progressive action and communicate 
steps taken to investors and 
customers by reporting new metrics

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Three major shifts
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Realizing the finance 
function of tomorrow
Before CFOs can empower their businesses to 
thrive they must: 

01
02
03
04
05

The most successful CFOs and finance functions build on these foundations to create next-generation businesses.  
We call this forward-thinking organization an instinctive enterprise.

Move data into the core of your organization

Collaborate seamlessly

Harness foresight to spot r isks and opportunities

Nurture a purpose- driven workforce

Embed AI and combine its insights with the context 
and knowledge that their workforce brings

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Thriving tomorrow
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CFOs and finance in 
the age of instinct
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Evolve into an instinctive 
enterprise to thrive
Companies that thrive in a world 
shaped by optimized reality, ethical 
impact, and whole-system planning will 
connect data, knowledge, people, and 
insight from across their ecosystems 
to make fast, accurate decisions that 
benefit users and customers. These are 
instinctive enterprises.

With advanced digital technology 
embedded throughout their 
organizations, next-generation 
businesses will be fueled by connected 
finance functions that generate 
prescriptive insights. With AI as their 
neural wiring, the office of the CFO will 

unite internal teams, embed ethical 
values across the enterprise, collaborate 
with external partners, and augment the 
workforce and the decisions they make. 

The enterprises that survive and 
thrive will have embraced these global 
macrotrends to deliver financial 
and sustainable growth. They will 
understand how the business creates 
value for consumers, workers, their 
communities, and the environment. 
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Predictive 
insight

Adaptive 
workforce

Connected 
ecosystem

Unlock instinctive finance 
Thanks to their finance functions, instinctive enterprises will be prepared for 
unexpected sources of competition, demands for greater transparency, new 
economic models, and changing talent needs. 

An instinctive enterprise combines data-led insights with human judgment 
and has three hallmarks: 

Instinctive finance functions will 
have embraced external partnerships 
and created networks of innovation, 
collaborating with third parties, including 
competitors. Internally, integrated 
technologies will create a single source of 
truth, connecting the dots between teams 
and breaking down silos. 

Harnessing data from multiple sources 
and embracing advanced technologies, 
instinctive finance functions will bring 
real-time practical insight and fast, 
accurate forecasting capabilities to 
business leaders so they can anticipate 
customer needs, business opportunities, 
and threats. 

Consisting of man and machine, the 
adaptive workforce embraces change. 
Instinctive finance functions will use 
technology to not only enhance the 
value employees deliver and boost 
productivity, but also reeducate, 
upskill, and prepare them for the 
digital economy. 

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  Instinctive finance
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What if an instinctive finance 
function could deliver…
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What if finance could use its forecasting capabilities to 
improve sales for customers? For example, the finance 
team in a large consumer goods company has deep 
buying-pattern data on its customers, including a small 
convenience store in New York. When coupled with 
detailed external information, analysis shows that the 
nearest grocery store selling fresh vegetables is 12 blocks 
away and hospital data shows that the area’s obesity rate 
is high. 

The consumer goods firm can use its analytics skills 
to give the local store access to what would have been 
inaccessible insights, advising it to start stocking fresh 
fruit and vegetables. Not only is the company helping 
its small-business customer make more money, but 
it’s also improving the health and wellbeing of the 
local community.

What if F&A could function from anywhere? COVID-19 has shown 
to many CFOs that finance can work effectively remotely. Genpact 
research indicates that the people managing complex processes 
such as regulatory reporting, category management, and 
deductions do not need to be in an office to perform at their best. 

This realization has been most pronounced for FP&A, a function 
that CFOs have – until now – most vehemently kept close to 
the business. In response, more organizations are likely to 
adopt global delivery models and remote ways of working with 
geographically dispersed teams. 

In this future, controllers and accountants will become expert 
users of digital collaboration tools and will replace late-night 
month-end office meetings with virtual spaces to close the books. 
Cloud-based governance and backups defined for critical activities 
will also be key.

Insights that boost the value chain? A decentralized function?
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What if CFOs could invest in new technologies and startups like venture 
capitalists? New players with innovative business models are disrupting 
many industries. Rather than redesign entire systems and processes, CFOs 
can take a modular approach to delivering architectural innovation at scale 
using internal technology accelerators. 

They can also invest in startups with an existing disruptive business model 
to inject new life into operations and leapfrog the competition. 

What if the finance function could facilitate a future where innovative 
knowledge and ideas flow freely – internally and externally. Though a lack 
of trust can inhibit this kind of cooperation, CFOs can work with multiple 
stakeholders by adopting technologies such as blockchain. Blockchain 
enables secure collaboration between stakeholders through smart 
contracts, which time stamp any IP disclosure of creation, ensuring that 
people can come together and innovate without risk.

A VCFO? 

Open innovation? 

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct |  What if. . .?
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CFOs empowering the 
instinctive enterprise: 
Are you ready?

As your company adapts to the changing world, our report offers a guide 
to how CFOs and finance teams can transform and help their businesses 
prepare for new opportunities or disruption.

Future-focused finance functions are helping their businesses take 
decisive steps toward enabling connected ecosystems, predictive insights, 
and an adaptive workforce with automation and AI embedded as their 
neural wiring. 

The instinctive enterprise – enabled by CFOs and finance functions – will 
make these shifts and thrive. Focused on the customer, it will deliver 
superior, responsive experiences, and function for the benefit of society, 
leaving the competition behind in its wake. 

It's time to accelerate your transformation.
Learn more about how to begin, visit genpact.com

CFOs Empowering Enterprises in the Age of Instinct  |  CFOs and finance

https://www.genpact.com/
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Genpact (NYSE: G) is a global professional 
services firm that makes business 
transformation real. Led by our purpose  
– the relentless pursuit of a world that 
works better for people – we drive digital-
led innovation and digitally enabled 
intelligent operations for our clients. 
Guided by our experience reinventing 
and running thousands of processes 
for hundreds of clients, many of them 
Global Fortune 500 companies, we drive 
real-world transformation at scale. We 
think with design, dream in digital, and 
solve problems with data and analytics. 

About Genpact

Get to know us at genpact.com and on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook.
 
 Copyright © Genpact 2021. All Rights Reserved.

Combining our expertise in end-to-end 
operations and our AI-based platform, 
Genpact Cora, we focus on the details 
– all 90,000+ of us. From New York to 
New Delhi, and more than 30 countries 
in between, we connect every dot, 
reimagine every process, and reinvent 
the ways companies work. We know 
that reimagining each step from start to 
finish creates better business outcomes. 
Whatever it is, we’ll be there with you 
– accelerating digital transformation to 
create bold, lasting results – because 
transformation happens here. 

https://www.genpact.com
https://ca.linkedin.com/company/genpact
https://twitter.com/Genpact?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE0q2Ui0H84RSx62gc5rhag
https://www.facebook.com/ProudToBeGenpact/
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